MOUSE
Height 32 cm
MATERIALS
-30 cm salt & pepper tweed
- stuffing
- piece of grey or pink felt-like wool fabric
- piece of black single jersey
- grey and black thread
- double-sided fusible web,
Vlieseline®Vliesofix

PATTERN PIECES

cut

Tweed
1 face
2 back of head
3 ear
4 arm
5 front torso
6 back torso
7 lower torso
8 tail
9 leg

1
2
2+2
2+2
2
2
1
1
2+2

Wool fabric
10 muzzle
11 inner ear piece
12 palm
13 heart

1
2
2
1

Single jersey
14 nose

1

CUTTING
Cut pattern pieces out from pattern sheet. Pattern pieces include all seam allowances.
Cut pieces 1-9 from tweed and piece 14 from black single jersey as indicated on list
of pattern pieces. Fuse piece of double-sided fusible web to wrong side of wool fabric
and cut pieces 10-13 from wool fabric.
SEWING
Seams: Stitch seams with straight stitch.
Muzzle, inner ear piece, palm and heart: Remove paper backing of fusible web
from wrong side of pieces cut from wool fabric. Pin muzzle, inner ear, palm and heart
pieces to right side of pieces cut from tweed as shown in design sketch, without
turning their raw edges under, and fuse them in place. Stitch pieces in place by hand
using small blanket stitches or by machine using stitch that resembles blanket stitch.
Ears: Stitch ear pieces together in pairs, right sides facing, and stitch their curved
outer edges together. Turn ears right side out. Fold small pleats on ears as marked
on pattern and machine-baste bottom edges of ear pieces together.
Arms and legs: Pin and stitch arm pieces as well as leg pieces together in pairs,
right sides facing, leaving their top edges open; leave also small opening on each arm
an leg for stuffing as marked on pattern. Turn arms and legs right side out. Stitch
center-front seam of torso and press it open. Pin and machine-baste arms and legs
to torso front panel as marked on pattern. Align seams on each leg before machinebasting in order to make mouse’s feet point forward.
Tail: Fold tail piece in half, right sides together, and stitch its outer edges together;
leave its top edge open and leave also small opening in seam for stuffing as marked
on pattern. Machine-baste tail to one of the torso back pieces, stitch center-back
seam of torso and press seam open.
Torso: Pin front and back torso panels together, right sides facing, and stitch side
seams, with arms in between panels. Pin and stitch upper torso to lower torso, right
sides together, aligning seams of upper torso with pattern markings on lower torso
and placing legs in between torso panels. Turn torso right side out.
Head: Pin head back pieces together, right sides facing, and stitch back seam. Stitch
darts on back of head. Machine-baste ears to back of head as marked on pattern,
with back of ear facing right side of back of head. Stitch muzzle seam on face panel.
Pin face panel to back of head, right sides together, and stitch curved seam, leaving
it open along neck edge. Turn head right side out.
Joining: Stuff arms, legs and tail so that they are firm. Close openings by handstitching.
Stuff torso and head so that they are firm. Insert neck-edge seam allowances on head
into torso, turn neck-edge seam allowances on torso under and pin head in place.
Stitch head to torso by hand using short blind hemming-stitches.
Finishing: Sew gathering stitches along outer edge of nose piece and gather edge,
pulling on thread so that seam allowances are turned under. Shape nose into ball
shape and sew it in place. Sew eyes with a few crisscrossing stitches as marked on
pattern, using black thread.
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MOUSE’S HAT and PANTS
MATERIALS
- piece of striped interlock knit
- piece of black ribbing

PATTERN PIECES

cut

Hat
1 hat front
2 hat back
3 binding

1
1
1

Pants
4 pants front
5 upper pants back
6 lower back-leg panel
7 waistband

2
2
2
1

CUTTING
Trace pattern pieces from pattern sheet. Pattern pieces
include 1 cm seam allowances.
Hat: Cut hat panels from striped interlock knit and
binding from black ribbing as indicated on list of pattern
pieces.
Pants: Cut pants panels from striped interlock knit and
waistband from black ribbing as indicated on list of
pattern pieces. Take note of grainline on pattern pieces
for pants back panels!
SEWING
Hat: Finish raw edges of hat panels with zigzag. Pin hat
panels together, right sides facing, and stitch them together
with straight stitch, leaving openings for ears as marked
on pattern.
Stitch ends of binding strip together to form closed loop.
Pin and stitch binding to bottom edge of hat, right sides
together. Fold binding over to wrong side, pin it down
and stitch with double-needle close to seamline from
right side. Trim off excess seam allowance from wrong
side.
Turn seam allowances on edges of ear openings to wrong
side and hem edges by hand-stitching. Sew gathering
stitches on hat as marked on pattern, gather hat by
pulling on thread and secure thread ends carefully.
Pants: Finish raw edges of pants panels with zigzag and
stitch seams with straight stitch. Pin and stitch upper
pants-back panels to lower back-leg panels. Stitch leg
inseams. Stitch crotch seam, leaving opening for tail in
seam as marked on pattern. Turn seam allowances on
edges of opening to wrong side and topstitch around
opening. Stitch side seams.
Stitch ends of waistband piece together to form closed
loop. Pin and stitch waistband to pants waistline, right
sides together. Fold waistband over to wrong side, pin
it down and stitch with double-needle close to seamline
from right side. Trim off excess seam allowance from
wrong side. Hem bottom edges of pants legs.
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BACK OF HEAD
PÄÄN TAKAOSA
ACHTERKANT KOP
KOPFHINTERTEIL
BAKHUVUD

PALM
KÄMMEN
HANDPALM
HANDFLÄCHE
HANDFLATA

LEG
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TAIL
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LOWER TORSO
VARTALON ALAOSA
ONDERKANT ROMP
KÖRPERUNTERTEIL
KROPPENS NEDRE DEL
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INNER EAR PIECE
KORVAN SISÄPUOLI
BINNENKANT OOR
INNENOHR
INNERÖRA

Mou se - H iir i - Mu is Ma u s - Mu s
Pan ts - H o u sut - H ose - Broekje - Byxa

WAISTBAND - VYÖTÄRÖKAITALE - TAILLEBAND - BUNDSTREIFEN - LINNING

Pan ts - H o u sut - H ose - Broekje - Byxa

UPPER PANTS BACK TAKALAHKEEN
YLÄOSA BOVENKANT
ACHTERBEEN OBERES RÜCKW.
HOSENTEIL BAKBYXANS
ÖVERDEL

PANTS FRONT ETULAHJE VOORBEEN VORD. HOSENTEIL FRAMBYXA

LOWER BACK-LEG PANEL TAKALAHKEENSUU ONDERKANT
ACHTERBEEN UNTERES RÜCKW.
HOSENTEIL BAKBYXANS BENSLUT
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H a t - P ipo - Mu ts Mü tze - Mössa

HAT BACK PIPON TAKAKPL ACHTERPAND
MUTS - RÜCKW.
MÜTZENTEIL MÖSSANS
BAKSTYCKE
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BINDING - PIPON REUNAKAITALE - BIES RANDSTREIFEN - MÖSSANS KANTREMSA

HAT
FRONT PIPON
ETUKPL VOORPAND
MUTS - VORD.
MÜTZENTEIL MÖSSANS
FRAMSTYCKE
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